ABSTRACT The 3-D reconstruction methods based on structure from motion (SfM) pipeline mainly use the traditional scale invariant feature detecting methods for feature matching. This type of methods suffers from the accuracy with affine matching in the image-based modeling system. In this paper, we propose an affine-invariant feature detection and matching method which is accurate and fast based on the three types of critical points in Morse theory called precise extreme feature region (PEFR). We also exploit the evaluation method for the reconstruction results without the ground truth. We propose the average descending rate to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the reconstruction model. Using PEFR in an SfM pipeline to build 3-D point-cloud, our method presents better results and less runtime compared to the state-of-the-art approaches. In addition, our quality assessment method presents a practical comparison of the reconstruction result based on the geometric accuracy of the reconstruction models. The experimental results prove that our PEFR method is faster and more accurate and works well on the reconstruction pipeline. The assessment method is fit for the quality assessment on 3-D reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image-based modeling and rendering system is one of the most popular research areas in computer vision and graphics which lead to a rapid progress in recent years [1] - [3] . Imagebased modeling and rendering system takes images taken in different position of the target scene as input, reconstruct the 3D grid of the scene, and output rendered photo-like model. Existing methods such as deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) estimates the depth information from single image and reform the model according to the provided camera position [4] . However the effect of these methods have been limited when handling with uncontrolled condition, such as complex input or great-scale scene [5] . Other methods use
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deep camera or laser scanner to get the accurate depth map, which is high cost and not applicable to outdoor scenes [6] .
Structure from Motion (SfM) [7] and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) [8] can calculate the depth map and camera position from several photos taken by normal camera and acquire the geometric model. SfM method is highly robust and can handle different situations. Traditional SfM method use scale invariant feature matching methods to match the features from image-set which is under different view perspectives and have high affine changes [9] - [11] . However, the accuracy of scale invariant methods such as Scaleinvariant Feature Transform (SIFT) can seriously decline when handling with high affine images [12] , as Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c) shows.
Another difficulty of point-cloud 3D reconstruction by SfM is the reconstruction quality assessment method. The common method to assessment the accuracy of SfM result and bundle adjustment is by calculate the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between point cloud and input images [13] . For each point in the point cloud, RMSE calculate the accurate of the relative positions in a camera-imagepoint system with the input image. However, this method ignores the missing parts of the reconstruction model, which means this method only matter the accurate of the point, but ignore the geometric representation and completeness of the model which human most care about [14] . Other method including the Structural Similarity Index Method (SSIM) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) also perform poor on 3D model [15] .
In this paper, we propose a method called precise extreme feature region (PEFR) to replace the feature matching in the SfM pipeline. The main contributions of this paper include:
(1) We present a new tree-structure-based algorithm, inspired by the Morse theory [16] , [17] , to find the precise extreme feature regions in images. The extreme regions can help to calculate the affine transformation matrix by the saddle points to normalize the affine images in SfM and get precise features. Moreover, the PEFR approach achieves linear complexity and runs faster than many existing affine-invariant feature matching methods.
(2) We also propose an average descending rate (ADR) algorithm for the quality assessment of the 3D point cloud reconstruction without ground truth. The ADR algorithm introduces virtual cameras to generate the projected images based on the input reconstructed 3D models and reconstruct the object in a virtual 3D scene for quality assessment. This approach can be used for the 3D reconstruction performance evaluation without the ground truth data which is usually collected by the expensive 3D scanning devices.
The related work is shown in section II. Our proposed PEFR method will be precisely introduced in section III, and our ADR assessment method will be introduced in section IV. Comparations of PEFR with other matching methods are shown in section V. Experiments in section VI shows the working results in SfM pipeline by our proposed method and compare with other methods in many situation. As the Fig.1(d) and Fig.1 (e) illustrated, our PEFR method performs better than the commonly used methods.
II. RELATED WORK
Robustness in feature matching method occupied very important position in computer vision area and draw many researchers attention [18] . Rosten and Drummond [19] and Rosten et al. [20] proposed FAST-9 and FAST-RT which use machine learning on corner feature detecting, and achieved a high processing time of 5% of per frame. But this method needs a long time to build descriptor. Also, this method gets unsatisfied results when matching corners on affine image pairs, because the descriptor of corner changes under different view perspectives [21] . KAZE method [22] improve the repeatability and specificity of difference of guassian, which use the nonlinear filtering to overcome of the weakness of different of Gaussians which can not keep the space scale information at the edge. Accelerated-KAZE (AKAZE) [23] is the improve version of KAZE which improve the efficiency of KAZE. AKAZE use the fast explicit diffusion framework to solve the partial differential equation and use modified-local difference binary(M-LDB) to improve the robustness. SIFT-ANATOMY is a common methods on SfM feature matching, but these method still weak on the affine image-pairs [24] . Yu and Morel [25] proposed a fully affineinvariant SIFT(A-SIFT) method. It can retrieve the object under extreme change of angle if the object has rather flat surface. ASIFT builds a hemisphere space, and uses two parameters: longitude and latitude to find the position of camera, then imitates the affine transformation. However, ASIFT is highly complex. The time complexity of ASIFT is nearly 6 times of SIFT in extreme cases [26] .
Another fully affine-invariant feature detecting method which based on max-tree and min-tree theory is the maximally stable extreme region (MSER) [27] . MSER works by creating max-tree and min-tree called MSER+ and MSER− [28] of the gray-scale images. MSER uses a stable extract function to find node regions in the image and finally get root regions along the successive nodes area. MSER can simply expressed as:
where S is the MSER result regions, a stable growing threshold range, E − and E + are the max-tree and min-tree. The complexity of MSER is o(nlog log n ), which is nearly achieve linear. MSER also has high accuracy and achieved state-ofart method. Recently, some researchers propose to combine the advantages of MSER and SIFT. Hu et al. [29] propose a M-SIFT method to find MSER regions on image-pairs with different view angles and use these regions to do SIFT matching. However, the number of regions tracked by normal MSER is small, and MSER regions always contain many useless backgrounds, which decreases the accuracy and increases time consuming. Torr and Zisserman [30] try to normalize the affine image-pairs by MSER. This method is based on the theory that affine transform matrix can be derived by three groups of matched points. However, this method can not find enough results in many situations. Quality assessment includes full-reference QA, reducedreference QA and no-reference QA [31] . Common assessment method in SfM and bundler adjustment use image to assessment the point cloud, which is the reduced-reference method [32] . This method can not compare enough information so that lack of robustness. Some researchers use the laser scanner to build the ground-truth point cloud to calculate the accurate of SfM result. Precisely, this method first align the SfM point cloud with the ground truth. Then for each point of SfM, find the nearest point in the ground truth and calculate the distance. Finally, calculate the RMSE of the all distance and the get the result [33] . The result means the average deviation of point cloud. But this method belongs to full-reference method, which have narrow application scope, and hard to use on big-scale scene. Besides, this method need scanner to get the ground truth which is not totally accurate and expensive. Another problem is that the densities of the point cloud are not same at different positions, which means point cloud with high density have greater influence on the assessment.
III. PEFR MATCHING METHOD
In this section, we describe the proposed PEFR method details. The flowchart of our PEFR matching method is shown in Fig.2 . It consists of the following four steps: Morse-and-MSER-based PEFR region, background elimination, affine normalization, and image matching.
A. MORSE-AND-MSER-BASED PEFR REGION
Morse theory aimed at describe the topological changes of the color level in image in terms of the critical points. Morse theory works on smooth real-valued manifold to find critical points. Critical point include minimum points, maximum points and saddle points. Critical points give clues to research VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 3. Tree-structure of feature region. the topological relationship of the level in a local space, however this method can only work on non-degenerate areas and can not track flat area. Meanwhile, it is not enough for tracking feature regions from image.
In our work, we use MSER tree structure to simulate the non-degenerate situation of Morse theory and find the tree structure. For minimum and maximum points, MSER tree-structure can get results as Fig.3 .
In Fig.3(a) . L1 ∈ L3, L2 ∈ L4, L3&L4 ∈ L5. MSER method only keeps L5 in regions list. Here we define the minimum region and maximum region as extreme region:
where R,R and r are regions explicit by MSER tree structure.
We keep extreme regions L3 and L4 in our region list. L1 and L2 are more precise regions than L3 and L4, which has the same topological means as L3 and L4. However, it is just the extension of the father nodes, not the leaves. In order to avoid losing features, we choose the extreme regions L3 and L4 to keep more space. On the other hand, L3 and L4 are the separate of a node, which means different areas in topological conception.
The number of feature will depend on the layer of the tree. As Fig.3(b) , L6&L7 ∈ L2, L3&L4 ∈ L5, so extreme regions L6, L7 and L3, L4 will be kept in the PEFR region list. It will bring an exponential growth on the number of results, which makes the high time consuming when we can get many layers in a MSER tree. In our work, a max layer value 4 is used.
Saddle points finding by topological tree is critical problem. In our work, a contour-based method is used to find the saddle regions. A saddle area can exist at the contact position of several PEFR regions, as Fig.4 (b) shows. Our method finds the area where several PEFR regions contact and keeps them as saddle regions.
B. BACKGROUND ELIMINATION
The proposed PEFR method brings regions new characters to separate regions in background from the foreground. The background elimination can decrease the time consumption in the following steps. We proposed a background eliminating method aimed at eliminating the extreme regions in background inspired by the idea of Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) method [34] . The precise method is as algorithm.1 shows. RANSAC method works as a filter by iterative calculation. We build a region detection model to separate background from foreground. 
C. AFFINE NORMALIZATION
Affine transformation is the combination of linear transformation (enlargement, reduction and rotation) and translation. In order to build the descriptor of the saddle points, we propose a new affine normalization method, which fuse the centroid of a MSER region and the relative gradient of the saddle point. In our work, we choose the soble detector to calculate the gradient, as Fig.6 shows.Two affine invariant parameters (the location and rotation of the saddle point) are used as the descriptor. Intersection angle α of L1 and L2 is described as follows:
where
, k 1 and k 2 are the direction vector of L1 and L2. S and F are the saddle and the centroid. a and b are the horizontal axis and vertical axis of the ellipse. If k 1 * k 2 = −1, α = 90 • . We build the relative gradient as (4),
and:
where β = arctank 1 . Each saddle point can be described by a set of intersection angle α and relative gradient T . We store saddle descriptors of each image in a list, and then match the saddle by the descriptor. We choose multi-groups of saddles to calculate the affine matrix, which can eliminate the match error.
D. IMAGE MATCHING
SIFT will be used to match the feature in the normalized PEFR, to achieve the affine invariant SIFT method. Original SIFT detector is complex. However, our proposed PEFR use simply logical cutting and normalization to achieve the affine invariant, so it has the same time complexity as MSER of o(n). Our method does not increase the running time of SIFT, besides, the background elimination decline the area to P.add(extreme region(R.i,R.j)); 8: end if 9: Eliminate(Ransac(P.i)) 10: S.add(Contour(P.i, P.j)) 11: Affine-Matrix = match(S); 12: return SIFT(P * Affine-Matrix);
IV. ADR QUALITY ASSESSMENT METHOD
Traditional quality assessment methods use 3D reconstruction results by high precise laser scanner to compare with the result by SfM pipeline, which is focus on the detail textures on the surface of the model. Our ADR method focusses on the structure of the model and can get a final parameter to present the precise rate. Besides, ADR can present an effective evaluation result without using scanner equipments. Our method is to conduct the reconstruction method in a virtual situation, and simulate the SfM process using images taken from this situation. Then we can use the virtual objects to campare our rebuild models. However, Camera in virtual scene works differently from camera we use in real world, especially, the virtual camera do not have a focal length which is extremely important to the sparse point cloud building step. Fortunately, virtual camera directly calculate images from the view field and do not have a distorted matrix which is caused by the deformation of the lens in real camera.
In this section, we first make a description on how to get the intrinsic matrix from a virtual camera and then explain our proposed ADR method for assessment the quality of 3D reconstruction model.
A. VIRTUAL CAMERA INTRINSIC MATRIX
Virtual camera use near clip and far clip to simulate the real camera. The focal lenth in real situation can decide the width of scene which images can contain. In virtual situation, as Fig.7(a) shows, the near clip decides the nearest scene that can apear in the image, the space between far clip and near clip is the projection area, this area will be project to the image according to the perspective principle. Different from real camera, virtual camera directly project the objects to the screen without the distance of incedent light before the lens. The field of view(FoV) is the projection angle which can set VOLUME 7, 2019 the field of view, and the screen is set after the focus point, the distance between focus point and screen is the f of virtual camera as Fig.7(b) shows.
The virtual focal point can play a same role as the real focal point. According to the defination of virtual focal point, we use a model in Fig.8 to calculate f. As Fig.8 shows, we use an object with a height of h and measure it height on the image as r1. For simplicity, we use a mirror image to replace the screen after f . Then we move the object with a distance of d2 directly towards the focus point. Then we measure the height of the object in the image as r2. As the model in Fig.8 shows, we get:
where d 1 is the distance between focus point with the the second position of the object, so we get d 1 as:
and we get:
The intrinsic matrix K of virtual camera can then be express by the focal length f , the pixel size d x ,d y and the size of the image u 0 ,v o , which is the same as the real camera.
B. OUR PROPOSED ADR METHOD
The method of measuring intrinsic matrix of a virtual camera has been described in detail above. Thus we can use the objects in virtual invironment to do the reconstruction. We use scenes in serveral different virtual situations, for each scene we choose a target object and focus on the reconstruction of this target. The target objects include objects with simply structures like bed and sofa, and complex structures like wooden desk and lamp.
We conduct our SfM method in virtual situation by Unity3D. Two control methods are used to control the virtual camera. For object in open space, we fix the view position of the camera and move the camera in a circle trajectory. This method totally takes sixty photos. For object in complex situation, we control the camera manually. Our PEFR based SfM method will be used to get the sparce point cloud by the images we taken by the virtual camera and the intrinsic matrix we measure. The original models in virtual scenes will be export as the ground truth.
We choose Precise-MVS2 toolkit to build the dense point clouds by the sparse point clouds we get from the virtual situation. Then we use posion reconstruction method to build the meshes of the objects. The meshes we build can compare with the groud truth model in virtual situation subjectively. Also the dense points will be used to compare with the grouth truth object objectively by the ADR method.
Inoder to align and normalize our model with the groundtruth model, we choose to use the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method, which is the most classical point cloud registration algorithm. ICP is a rigid alignment method which calculate a rigid alignment matrix to rotating and translating a point cloud to another, and ensure as many overlaps as possible between the corresponding parts of two point clouds. The rigid body transformation matrix T i is calculated by corresponding points K of source point cloud and target point cloud, so as to minimize the sum of distance between matching points K . The source point cloud is transformed into the coordinate system of the target point cloud by the matrix T i , and the error function of the source point cloud and the target point cloud is estimated. If the error is greater than the threshold value E, the iteration is continued until the given error requirement is satisfied.
Then we projection the point cloud of the source and target model into x,y and z plane and compare the boundary box of the flat point cloud in different position. This step precisely check the transverse section of the model. We divide the model into S equal parts, here we set S as 15 to achieve the best result. The result in different plane will be add together to get a total result. This result can appear the accuracy of the edge of reconstruction method, where is the most intuitive feature to human. Also we calculate the range of the point cloud on plane by the span of S to analyze the accuracy of the whole structure.
Then the accuracy of range is:
where r = r x + r y + r z , r g = r gx + r gy + r gz . r is the range of source point cloud and r g is the range of target point cloud.
The accuracy of boundary box is: . P xt is the accuracy of top boudary while P xb is the accuracy of bottom boundary, and P xt and P xb can be express as:
where b xt and b xb are the top boundary of x plane of source point cloud, g xt and g xb are the top boundary of target point cloud.
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this section, we do a quantity of comparisons on our proposed PEFR method with other methods. We focus on the efficiency, feature number and accurate of our PEFR method, and the 3D reconstruction result by SfM will display in section VI.
A. COMPARISON BETWEEN PEFR, SIFT, A-SIFT AND M-SIFT
We compare our PEFR method with SIFT, A-SIFT [25] and M-SIFT [29] which based on normal MSER. We first conduct these method on Oxford-VGG dataset [35] , which is most commonly used on image matching comparison. We choose the high affine image pairs of graffiti and ship to do the test. The matching results by SIFT, M-SIFT and our method are as Fig.9 shows. We can find in Fig.9 (a) that using common SIFT on affine images only get a few matching features, however, our method in Fig.9 (c) get much more features comparing with SIFT. M-SIFT use MSER to do the affine normalization. However, as Fig.9(b) shows, MSER only get feature regions, which is not fit for the precise normalization comparing our method. Besides, M-SIFT ignore the problem of background features, so the result is sparse and the amount matching features is small. We also compared our method with A-SIFT as well as M-SIFT and SIFT in Table. 1, we find that A-SIFT method can get more result features than our method(our method get 405, 609 and 256 results on graffiti, ship and wall, while ASIFT get 2765, 1757 and 810 results), but cost about 20 times than our method(our method cost 
B. COMPARISON WITH MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
We also compare our PEFR method with Edward's FAST-9 [19] and FAST-ER [20] which using machine learning to detect corner features. We choose a low affine imagepair and a high affine image-pair in graffiti to do the test. Fig.10 shows the matching result by our PEFR method, FAST-9 and FASR-ER. Table. 2 is the precise matching result on low affine and high affine image-pairs. We focus on the feature numbers and running times because the accurate of VOLUME 7, 2019 these three method is near the same. FAST-9 and FAST-ER process faster, but can only get few match points, especially when handle high affine image-pairs like ship. Our method use more time but can extract much more matching points in the image-pairs. It is obviously that machine learning method based on corner detection is not fit for the image matching on affine image pairs comparing with our PEFR.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct qualitative and quantitative comparison of the experimental result on each steps in our method. The SfM reconstruction algorithm used in our experiment is implement on Open-MVG framework and PMVS2 toolkit. The point-cloud performance platform is MeshLab_64bit v1.3.4 and the virtual scenes are build on unity5.4.1f1_64bit [36] . We also use visualSFM_64bit as one of the comparison in our experiment. The image-sets used in our 3D point cloud reconstruction experiments are our original data. We conduct our works on Win7 system with Intel Core i5-4460 and 8G RAM. In section VI-A, we compare our matching method on our original images with KAZE [22] , AKAZE [23] and SIFT-ANATOMY [24] . The SfM matching map also used to compare the matching effect. Section VI-B focus on the point-cloud and mesh model result performance, in this section we compare the result by the surface point distribution and points horizontal distribution, we also compare the fault on the mesh model. In section VI-C we use our proposed ADR method to quantitive the accuracy of our result.
A. FEATURE MATCHING COMPARISON
SfM method matches each image pair of the input image by feature matching method. SIFT-ANATOMY, KAZE and AKAZE are commonly used matching methods. Even some images are taken under small position different with small affine transformations, SfM need match all images in a input group, so matching method which is highly affine-invariant can greatly influence the matching result. Fig.11 are examples of input images. As Fig.11 shows, the affine transformation changed under different shooting angle. Link between image pairs need enough matching features to be built under SfM pipeline. The amount of link can influence the result of point cloud reconstruction. We list the link rate(LR) [37] build by our method, SIFT, KAZE and AKAZE in Fig.12 under different input image groups.   FIGURE 11 . Example of input images in virtual scene. In each image group, some image pairs have low affine change while some have high affine change.
FIGURE 12.
The LR by our methods, SIFT-ANATOMY [24] , KAZE [22] and AKAZE [23] on six different scenes. Our PEFR perform much better than SIFT-ANATOMY and KAZE in most situations.
We use a link rate instead of the number of link because different input group have different image numbers. We can observe from Fig.12 that our PFER have a high LR in most situations. Fig.13 is the geometric adjacency matrix(GAM) [38] of some image groups by different matching method. High complete rate of the triangle perform a high link rate. Our method have most complete GAM in most situations.
Beside the LR, our method also have more matching points. Fig.14 show the matching result by PEFR and SIFT-ANATOMY. Fig.14(a) is the original image, Fig.14(b) is the result by SIFT-ANATOMY while Fig.14(c) is the result by our methods. Comparing with traditional method, our method normalized the affine image-pair in SfM pipeline and add saddle points in the feature map. So our method can extract more features from the image. Besides, the background elimination method make the features focus on the main object, which is useful in SfM pipeline. Table. 3 is the running time of some matching method, our PEFR method have a faster running speed in comparison with SIFT-ANATOMY, KAZE and AKAZE method. However, because our method matches more image pairs, the total time cost can become longer in some situations in the table.
B. POINT CLOUD PERFORMANCE
Images used to do the SfM reconstruction in our work are taken from the virtual scene by the virtual camera. After calculate the intrinsic matrix of the virtual camera, we use feature matching method to calculate the fundamental matrix and essential matrix. We use these matrix to get the sparse point cloud and to calculate the position of the camera. The PMVS2 toolkit will be used to get the dense point cloud. We put the point cloud result into Meshlab and use the poisson surface reconstruction method to build the mesh grids, the registered raster will be used to do the surface texture reconstruction.
We compare the sparse point cloud by different methods. The reprojection residual (RR) [40] can registry the accurate of the point cloud. During the SfM sparse point cloud reconstruction, points will be calibrate several times until the RR reach the threshold, the reprojection residual line display the effect and accuracy of the matching method. Fig.15 is the reprojection residual line chart of several methods, we can know from the chart that our methods have a relatively low threshold to reach and our method is more effect which can extract more points.
We focus on the human subjective assessment on the dense point clouds and mesh grids. Fig.16 list some results of mesh grid, which use by our method Fig.16(a) , AKAZE Fig.16(b) , and SIFT-ANATOMY Fig.16(c) on sofa image.From the enlaege part of the image, comparing with Fig.16(b) and Fig.16(c) , our methgrid have a dense structure,becuase our method can extract more matching features from the affine TABLE 3. Time costing compare in five scenes and by five different methods. Our method has the fast average running speed. our method calculate more image pairs, the total time will be longer in some scenes. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 15. The reprojection residual line chart of our method, ANATOMY [24] , KAZE [22] and AKAZE [23] . Each method have nearly the same threshold while our method start with 126270 features, KAZE and AKAZE only start with 62312 and 63284 features. SfM input images. Fig.17 are the dense point cloud result on sofa by our method, SIFT-ANATOMY [24] , AKAZE [23] and VisualSfM [39] . Even through the dense point cloud models by different methods have nearly the same effect at the front side, our method perform better at the broadside.
Accurate quality assessment according to the intensity of points and the number of faults, our method have the relatively dense mesh grids than other methods. As the rectangular part in Fig.17 shows, our method build the most complete point cloud at the side view of the object.
C. COMPARISON BY ADR METHOD
We conduct our method on 11 groups of situations and cut some independent models in the reconstruction scene to compare with the original model in virtual scenes by ADR method. We compare the precise rate of the models reconstruct by our PEFR method with the results by AKAZE-FLOAT, SIFT, ANATOMY and VisualSFM. We choose some results(sofa, desk and lamp) to display on the line chart in Fig.18 . The left colum are the accurates of model structure while the right colume are the accurates of boundaries. Table.4 shows the total precise rate results of the all 11 groups of input by the five methods. The result shows that our PEFR method can get model with high accuracy rate in many different scenes. Comparing the result by ADR with the reconstruction results in Fig.16 and Fig.17 , we can find that our ADR method can help to present a quantitative precise rate which is fit in with the human subjective sense. FIGURE 17. the dense point cloud result by our method, SIFT-ANATOMY [24] , AKAZE [23] and VisualSfM [39] . The red rect have some fault which is easy to compare. Our method has the relatively better result than other methods. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We have explained the detail of an affine-invariant feature detection and matching method named PEFR which is more accurate and fast based on the three types of critical points in Morse theory to matching the affine image pairs in SfM pipeline and improve the reconstruction results. We use the critical points extract from the max&min tree structure of the gray-scale map of image to calculate the extreme points according the logical position and gray-scale map. In addition, we propose an accurate no reference quality assessment method which need no measurement devices and can evaluate the representation quality of models.
After experimentally tests, we found out that our PEFR method faster and more accurate, also, the PEFR method works well on the reconstruction pipeline and get better point cloud result. The assessment method is fit for the quality assessment on 3D reconstruction, which is accurate and conforms to the human senses. Our experiments conduct in virtual environment and method to evaluate the intrinsic matrix of virtual camera also opened a new path of the researches on 3D reconstruction and virtual reality.
However, the proposed method have some limitation. (1) the effect of our method will decline when handing images under different light condition. In the future, we plan to use the RGB map rather than the gray map to construct the tree structure. (2) Besides, our background eliminatin method which use traditional RANSAC method do not perfom well. In the future, we plan to use machine learning method in our PEFR method to delete more background regions from the complex image. 
